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We study the problem of completely automatically verifying uninterpreted programs—programs that work
over arbitrary data models that provide an interpretation for the constants, functions and relations the pro-
gram uses. The verification problem asks whether a given program satisfies a postcondition written using
quantifier-free formulas with equality on the final state, with no loop invariants, contracts, etc. being pro-
vided. We show that this problem is undecidable in general. The main contribution of this paper is a subclass
of programs, called coherent programs that admits decidable verification, and can be decided in Pspace. We
then extend this class of programs to classes of programs that are k-coherent, where k ∈ N, obtained by
(automatically) adding k ghost variables and assignments that make them coherent. We also extend the de-
cidability result to programs with recursive function calls and prove several undecidability results that show
why our restrictions to obtain decidability seem necessary.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Completely automatic verification of programs is almost always undecidable. The class of sequen-
tial programs, with and without recursive functions, admits a decidable verification problemwhen
the state-space of variables/configurations is finite, and this has been the cornerstone on which
several fully automated verification techniques have been based, including predicate abstraction,
and model-checking. However, when variables range over infinite domains, verification almost
inevitably is undecidable. For example, even for programs manipulating natural numbers with
increment and decrement operators, and checks for equality, program verification is undecidable.
In this paper, we investigate classes of programs over uninterpreted functions and relations over
infinite domains that admit, surprisingly, a decidable verification problem (with no user help what-
soever, not even in terms of inductive loop invariants or pre/post conditions).
A program can be viewed as working over a data-domain that consists of constants, functions
and relations. For example, a programmanipulating integers works on a data-model that provides
constants like 0, 1, functions like +,−, and relations like ≤, where there is an implicit assumption
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on the meaning of these constants, functions, and relations. Programs over uninterpreted data
models work over arbitrary data-models, where the interpretation of functions and relations are
not restricted in any way, except of course that equality is a congruence with respect to their
interpretations (e.g., if x = y, then f (x) = f (y), no matter what the interpretation of f is). A
program satisfies its assertions over uninterpreted data models if it satisfies the assertions when
working over all data-models.
The theory of uninterpreted functions is a theory that only has the congruence axioms, and
is an important theory both from a theoretical and practical standpoint. Classical logic such as
Gödel’s (weak) completeness theorem are formulated for such theories. And in verification, when
inductive loop invariants are given, verification conditions are often formulated as formulas in
SMT theories, where the theory of uninterpreted functions is an important theory used to model
memory, pointers in heaps, arrays, and mathematical specifications. In particular, the quantifier-
free logic of uninterpreted functions is decidable and amenable to Nelson-Oppen combinationwith
other theories, making it a prime theory in SMT solvers.
We show, perhaps unsurprisingly, that verification of uninterpreted programs is undecidable.
The main contribution of this paper is to identify a class of programs, called coherent programs,
for which verification is decidable.
Program executions can be viewed abstractly as computing terms conditioned on assumptions
over terms. Assignments apply functions of the underlying data-domain and hence the value of
a variable at any point in an execution can be seen as computing a term in the underlying data-
model. Conditional checks executed by the program can be seen as assumptions the program
makes regarding the relations that hold between terms in the data-model. For example, after an
execution of the statements x := y; x := x + 1; assume(x > 0); z := x ∗ y, the program variable z
corresponds to the term (ŷ + 1) ∗ ŷ, and the execution makes the assumption that ŷ + 1 > 0, where
ŷ is the value of variable y at the start of the execution. A coherent program has only executions
where the following two properties hold. The first is the memoizing property that says that when
a term is recomputed by the execution, then some variable of the program already has the same
term (or perhaps, a different term that is equivalent to it, modulo the assumptions seen so far in the
execution). The second property, called early assumes says, intuitively, that when an assumption
of equality between variables x and y is made by a program, superterms of the terms stored in
variables x and y computed by the program must be stored in one of the current variables.
We show that the notion of coherence effectively skirts undecidability of program verification.
Both notions of memoizing and early-assumes require variables to store certain computed terms in
the current set of variables. This notion in fact is closely related to bounded path-width of the com-
putational graph of terms computed by the program; bounded path-width and bounded tree-width
are graph-theoretic properties exploited by many decision procedures of graphs for decidability
of MSO and for efficient algorithms [Courcelle and Engelfriet 2012; Seese 1991], and there have
been several recent works where they have been useful in finding decidable problems in verifica-
tion [Chatterjee et al. 2016, 2015; Madhusudan and Parlato 2011].
Our decidability procedure is automata-theoretic. We show that coherent programs generate
regular sets of coherent executions, and we show how to construct automata that check whether
an execution satisfies a post-condition assertion written in quantifier-free theory of equality. The
automaton works by computing the congruence closure of terms defined by equality assumptions
in the execution, checking that the disequality assumptions are met, while maintaining this infor-
mation only on the bounded window of terms corresponding to the current valuation of variables
of the program. In fact, the automaton can be viewed as a streaming congruence closure algorithm
that computes the congruence closure on the moving window of terms computed by the program.
The assumption of coherence is what allows us to build such a streaming algorithm. We show that
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if either the memoizing assumption or the early-assumes assumption is relaxed, the verification
problem becomes undecidable, arguing for the necessity of these assumptions.
The second contribution of this paper is a decidability result that extends the first result to a
larger class of programs — those uninterpreted programs that can be converted to coherent ones.
A program may not be coherent because of an execution that either recomputes a term when no
variable holds that term, or makes an assumption on a term whose superterm has been previously
computed but later over-written. However, if the program was given access to more variables,
it could keep the required term in an auxiliary variable to meet the coherence requirement. We
define a natural notion ofk-coherent executions— executions that can bemade coherent by adding
k ghost variables that are write-only and assigned at appropriate times. We show that programs
that generate k-coherent executions also admit a decidable verification problem. The notion of k-
coherence is again related to path-width — instead of demanding that executions have path-width
|V |, we allow them to have path-width |V | + k , where V is the set of program variables.
We also show that k-coherence is a decidable property. Given a program and k ∈ N, we can
decide if its executions can be made k-coherent. Notice that when k = 0, k-coherence is simply
coherence, and so these results imply the decidability of coherence as well. And if they can, we can
automatically build a regular collection of coherent executions that automatically add the ghost
variable assignments. This result enables us to verify programs by simply providing a program
and a budget k (perhaps iteratively increased), and automatically check whether the program’s
executions can be made k-coherent, and if so, perform automatic verification for it.
The third contribution of this paper is an extension of the above results to programs with re-
cursive function calls. We show that we can build visibly pushdown automata (VPA) that read
coherent executions of programs with function calls, and compute congruence closure effectively.
Intersecting such a VPA with the VPA accepting the program executions and checking emptiness
of the resulting VPA gives the decidability result. We also provide the extension of verification to
k-coherent recursive programs.
To the best of our knowledge, the results here present the first interesting class of sequential
programs over infinite data-domains for which verification is decidable1.
The main contributions of this paper are:
• We show verification of uninterpreted programs (without function calls) is undecidable.
• We introduce a notion of coherent programs and show verification of coherent uninterpreted
programs (without function calls) is decidable and is Pspace-complete.
• We introduce a notion of k-coherent programs, for any k . We show that given a program
(without function calls) and a constant k , we can decide if it is k-coherent; and if it is, decide
verification for it.
• Weprove the above results for programswith (recursive) function calls, showing decidability
and Exptime-completeness.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces uninterpreted programs and their veri-
fication problem, and summarizes the main results of the paper. Section 3 contains our main tech-
nical result and is devoted to coherent programs and the decision procedure for verifying them, as
well as the decision procedure for recognizing coherent programs. In Section 4, we show our un-
decidability results for general progams as well as programs that satisfy only one of the conditions
of the coherence definition. Section 5 consists of our decidability results for k-coherent programs.
In Section 6 we extend our results to recursive programs. Related work discussion can be found
1There are some automata-theoretic results that can be interpreted as decidability results for sequential programs; but
these are typically programs reading streaming data or programs that allow very restricted ways of manipulating counters,
which are not natural classes for software verification. See Section 7 for a detailed discussion.
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in Section 7 and concluding remarks in Section 8 where we also discuss possible extensions and
applications of our results. We refer the reader to the appendix for detailed proofs of the results
presented.
2 THE VERIFICATION PROBLEM AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS
In this paper we investigate the verification problem for imperative programs, where expressions
in assignments and conditions involve uninterpreted functions and relations. We, therefore, begin
by defining the syntax and semantics of the class of programs we study, and then conclude the
section by giving an overview of our main results; the details of these results will be presented in
subsequent sections.
Let us begin by recalling some classical definitions about first order structures. A (finite) first
order signature Σ is a tuple (C,F ,R), where C, F , and R are finite sets of constants, function
symbols, and relation symbols, respectively. Each function symbol and relation symbol is implicitly
associated with an arity in N>0. A first order signature is algebraic if there are no relation symbols,
i.e., R = ∅. We will denote an algebraic signature as Σ = (C,F) instead of Σ = (C,F ,∅). An
algebra or data model for an algebraic signature Σ = (C,F ), isM = (U , {JcK | c ∈ C}, {Jf K | f ∈
F })which consists of a universeU and an interpretation for each constant and function symbol in
the signature. The set of (ground) terms are those that can be built using the constants in C and the
function symbols in F ; inductively, it is the set containing C, and if f is anm-ary function symbol,
and t1, . . . tm are terms, then f (t1, . . . tm) is a term. We will denote the set of terms as TermsΣ or
simply Terms, since the signature Σ will often be clear from the context. Given a term t and a data
modelM, the interpretation of t (or the value that t evaluates to) inM will be denoted by JtKM .
2.1 Programs
Our imperative programs will use a finite set of variables to store information during a computa-
tion. Let us fix V = {v1, . . .vr } to be this finite set of variables. These programs will use function
symbols and relation symbols from a first order signature Σ = (C,F ,R) to manipulate values
stored in the variables. We will assume, without loss of generality, that the first order signature
has constant symbols that correspond to the initial values of each variable at the begining of the
computation. More precisely, let V̂ = {x̂ | x ∈ V } ⊆ C represent the initial values for each
variable of the program. The syntax of programs is given by the following grammar.
〈stmt〉 ::= skip | x := c | x := y | x := f (z) | assume (〈cond〉) | 〈stmt〉 ; 〈stmt〉
| if (〈cond〉) then 〈stmt〉 else 〈stmt〉 | while (〈cond〉) 〈stmt〉
〈cond〉 ::=x = y | x = c | c = d | R(z) | 〈cond〉 ∨ 〈cond〉 | ¬〈cond〉
Here, f ∈ F , R ∈ R, c,d ∈ C, x ,y ∈ V , and z is a tuple of variables in V and constants in C.
The constructs above define a simple class of programs with conditionals and loops. Here, ‘:=’
denotes the assignment operator, ‘;’ stands for sequencing of programs, skip is a “do nothing” state-
ment, if− then−else is a construct for conditional statements andwhile is our looping construct.
Wewill also use the shorthand ‘if (〈cond〉) then 〈stmt〉’ as syntactic sugar for ‘if (〈cond〉) then 〈stmt〉 else skip’.
The conditionals can be equality (=) atoms, predicates defined by relations (R(·)), and boolean com-
binations (∨,¬) of other conditionals. Formally, the semantics of the program depends on an un-
derlying data model that provides a universe, and meaning for functions, relations, and constants;
we will define this precisely in Section 2.3.
The conditionals in the above syntax involve Boolean combinations of equalities as well as rela-
tions over variables and constants. However, for technical simplicity and without loss of generality,
we disallow relations entirely. Note that a relation R of arity m can be modeled by fixing a new
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P1
assume(T , F);
b := F;
while(x , y) {
d := key(x);
if(d = k) then {
b := T;
r := x;
}
x := n(x);
}
@post: b=T⇒ key(r)=k
P2
assume(x , z);
y := n(x);
assume(y , z);
y := n(y);
while(y , z) {
x := n(x);
y := n(y);
}
@post: z = n(n(x))
P3
assume(x , z);
y := n(x);
g := y;
assume(y , z);
y := n(y);
while(y , z) {
x := n(x);
g := y;
y := n(y);
}
@post: z = n(n(x))
Fig. 1. Examples of Uninterpreted Programs; P1 and P3 are coherent, P2 is not coherent
constant ⊤ and introducing a new function fR of aritym and a variable bR . Then, each time we see
R(z), we add the assignment statement bR := fR (z) and replace the occurrence of R(z) by the condi-
tional ‘bR = ⊤’. Also, Boolean combinations of conditions can be modeled using the if−then−else
construct. Constant symbols used in conditionals and assignments can also be removed simply by
using a variable in the program that is not modified in any way by the program. Hence we will
avoid the use of constant symbols as well in the program syntax. Henceforth, without loss gener-
ality, we can assume that our first order signature Σ is algebraic (R = ∅), constant symbols do not
appear in any of the program expressions, and our programs have conditionals only of the form
x = y or x , y.
Example 1. Consider the uninterpreted program P1 in Figure 1. The program works on any first-
order model that has an interpretation for the unary functions n and key, and an initial interpreta-
tion of the variables T, F, x, y and k. The program is similar to a program that searches whether a
list segment from x to y contains a key k. However, in the program above, the functions n and key
are uninterpreted, and we allow all possible models on which the program can work. Note that if
and when the program terminates, we know that if b = T, then there is an element reachable from
x before reaching y such that key applied to that node is equal to k. Note that we are modeling T
and F, which are Boolean constants, as variables in the program (assuming that they are different
elements in the model).
Programs P2 and P3 in Figure 1 are also uninterpreted programs, and resemble programs that
given a linked list segment from x to z, finds the node that is two nodes before the node z (i.e., find
the node u such that n(n(u)) = z).
2.2 Executions
Definition 1 (Executions). An execution over a finite set of variablesV is a word over the alphabet
Π = {“x := y”, “x := f (z)”, “assume(x = y)”, “assume(x , y)” | x ,y, z are in V }.
We use quotes around letters for readability, and may sometimes skip them.
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Definition 2 (Complete and Partial Executions of a program). Complete executions of programs
that manipulate a set of variables V are executions over V defined formally as follows:
Exec(skip) = ϵ
Exec(x := y) = “x := y”
Exec(x := f (z)) = “x := f (z)”
Exec(assume(c)) = “assume(c)”
Exec(ifc then s1 else s2 ) = “assume(c)” · Exec(s1) ∪ “assume(¬c)” · Exec(s2)
Exec( s1; s2 ) = Exec(s1) · Exec(s2)
Exec(whilec {s} ) = [“assume(c)” · Exec(s1)]
∗ · “assume(¬c)”
Here, c is a conditional of the form x = y or x , y, where x ,y ∈ V .
The set of partial executions, denoted by PExec(s), is the set of prefixes of complete executions
in Exec(s).
Example 2. For the example program P1 in Figure 1, the following word ρ
ρ =
∆
assume(T , F) · b := F · assume(x , y) · d := key(x) · assume(d , k) · x := n(x)
· assume(x , y) · d := key(x) · assume(d = k) · b := T · r := x · x := n(x)
is a partial execution of P1 and the word ρ1 = ρ · assume(x = y) is a complete execution.
Our notion of executions is more syntactic than semantic. In other words, we do not insist that
executions are feasible over any data model. For example, the word assume(x = y) · assume(x ,
y) · x := f (x) is an execution though it is not feasible over any data model. Note also that the com-
plete executions of a program capture (syntactically) terminating computations, i.e., computations
that run through the entire program.
It is easy to see that an NFA accepting Exec(s) (as well as for PExec(s)) of size linear in s , for any
program s , can be easily constructed in polynomial time from s , using the definitions above and a
standard translation of regular expressions to NFAs.
Example 3. For the program P1 in Figure 1, its set of executions is given by the following regular
expression
assume(T , F) · b := F · R · assume(x = y)
where R is the regular expression
[assume(x , y) · d := key(x) · (assume(d , k) + assume(d = k) · b := T · r := x) · x := n(x)]∗
2.3 Semantics of Programs and The Verification Problem
Terms Computed by an Execution
We now define the set of terms computed by executions of a program over variables V . The idea
is to capture the term computed for each variable at the end of an execution. Recall that V̂ = {x̂ |
x ∈ V } is the set of constant symbols that denote the initial values of the variables in V when the
execution starts, i.e., x̂ denotes the initial value of variable x , etc. Recall that Terms are the set of
all terms over signature Σ. Let Π = {“x := y”, “x := f (z)”, “assume(x = y)”, “assume(x , y)” |
x ,y, z are in V } be the alphabet of executions.
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y
ŷ
x̂
k
k̂
b
bT
T̂
F
F̂
r
n(̂x)
x
n(n(̂x))
key(̂x)
d
key(n(̂x))
Fig. 2. Computation Graph of ρ1. Nodes represent terms computed in ρ1. Directed edges ( ) represent
immediate subterm relation. Nodes are labelled by variables that correspond to the terms denoted by nodes.
Undirected solid lines ( ) denote equalities and dashed lines ( ) denote disequalities seen in ρ1
Definition 3. The term assigned to a variable x after some partial execution is captured using the
function Comp : Π∗ ×V → Terms defined inductively as follows.
Comp(ϵ, x) = x̂ for each x ∈ V
Comp(ρ · “x := y”, x) = Comp(ρ,y)
Comp(ρ · “x := y”, x ′) = Comp(ρ, x ′) x ′ , x
Comp(ρ · “x := f (z)”, x) = f (Comp(ρ, z1), . . . ,Comp(ρ, zr )) where z = (z1, . . . , zr )
Comp(ρ · “x := f (z)”, x ′) = Comp(ρ, x ′) x ′ , x
Comp(ρ · “assume(y = z)”, x) = Comp(ρ, x) for each x ∈ V
Comp(ρ · “assume(y , z)”, x) = Comp(ρ, x) for each x ∈ V
The set of terms computed by an execution ρ is Terms(ρ) =
⋃
ρ ′ is a prefix of ρ,
x ∈V
Comp(ρ ′, x).
Notice that the terms computed by an execution are independent of the assume statements in
the execution and depend only on the assignment statements.
Example 4. Consider the execution (from Example 2) below
ρ1 =
∆ assume(T , F) · b := F · assume(x , y) · d := key(x) · assume(d , k) · x := n(x)
· assume(x , y) · d := key(x) · assume(d = k) · b := T · r := x · x := n(x) · assume(x = y)
For this execution, the set of terms computed can be visualized by the computation graph in Fig-
ure 2. Here, the nodes represent the various terms computed by the program, the solid directed
edges represent the immediate subterm relation, the solid lines represent the assumptions of equal-
ity made in the execution on terms, and the dashed lines represent the assumptions of dis-equality
made by the execution. The labels on nodes represent the variables that evaluate to the terms at
the end of the execution.
Hence, we haveComp(ρ1, x) = n(n(̂x)),Comp(ρ1, d) = key(n(̂x)),Comp(ρ1, b) = T̂,Comp(ρ1, y) =
ŷ, Comp(ρ1, k) = k̂, Comp(ρ1, T) = T̂, Comp(ρ1, F) = F̂, and Comp(ρ1, r) = n(̂x).
Equality and Disequality Assumptions of an Execution
Though the assume statements in an execution do not influence the terms that are assigned to any
variable, they play a role in defining the semantics of the program. The equalities and disequalities
appearing in assume statements must hold in a given data model, for the execution to be feasible.
We, therefore, identify what these are.
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For an (partial) execution ρ, let us first define the set of equality assumes that ρ makes on terms.
Formally, for any execution ρ, the set of equality assumes defined by ρ, called α(ρ), is a subset of
Terms(ρ) × Terms(ρ) defined as follows.
α(ϵ) = ∅
α(ρ · a) =
{
α(ρ) ∪ {(Comp(ρ, x),Comp(ρ,y))} if a is “assume(x = y)”
α(ρ) otherwise
The set of disequality assumes, β(ρ), can be similarly defined inductively.
β(ϵ) = ∅
β(ρ · a) =
{
β(ρ) ∪ {(Comp(ρ, x),Comp(ρ,y))} if a is “assume(x , y)”
β(ρ) otherwise
Example 5. Consider the execution (from Example 2) below
ρ1 =
∆ assume(T , F) · b := F · assume(x , y) · d := key(x) · assume(d , k) · x := n(x)
· assume(x , y) · d := key(x) · assume(d = k) · b := T · r := x · x := n(x) · assume(x = y)
We have α(ρ1) = {(key(n(̂x)), k̂), (n(n(̂x)), ŷ)} and β(ρ1) = {(̂T, F̂), (̂x, ŷ), (key(̂x), k̂), (n(̂x), ŷ)}.
Semantics of Programs
We define the semantics of a program with respect to an algebra or data model that gives inter-
pretations to all the constants and function symbols in the signature. An execution ρ is said to be
feasible with respect to a data model if, informally, the set of assumptions it makes are true in that
model. More precisely, for an execution ρ, recall that α(ρ) and β(ρ) are the set of equality assumes
and disequality assumes over terms computed in ρ. An execution ρ is feasible in a data-modelM,
if for every (t , t ′) ∈ α(ρ), JtKM = Jt
′KM , and for every (t , t
′) ∈ β(ρ), JtKM , Jt
′KM .
The Verification Problem
Let us now define the logic for postconditions, which are quantifier-free formulas Boolean combi-
nation of equality constraints on variables. Given a finite set of variables V , the syntax for post-
conditions is defined by the following logic L=.
L= : φ ::= x =y | φ ∨ φ | ¬φ
where above, x ,y ∈ V .
Note that a more complex post-condition in the form of a quantifier-free formulae using the
functions/relations/constants of the underlying data domain and the current variables can be in-
corporated by inserting code at the end of the program that computes the relevant terms, leaving
the actual postcondition to check only properties of equality over variables.
We can now define the verification problem for uninterpreted programs.
Definition 4 (TheVerification Problem for Uninterpreted Programs). Given aL= formulaφ over a
set of variablesV , and a program s overV , determine, for every data-modelM and every execution
ρ ∈ Exec(s) that is feasible inM, ifM satisfies the formula φ under the interpretation that maps
every variable x ∈ V to JComp(ρ, x)KM . 
It is useful to observe that the verification problem for a program s with postcondition φ in
L= can be reduced to the verification of a program s
′ with additional assumes and if − then −
else statements and postcondition ⊥. Thus, without loss of generality, we may assume that the
postcondition is fixed to be ⊥. Observe that in this situation, the verification problem essentially
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reduces to determining the existence of an execution that is feasible in some data model. If there is
a feasible execution (in some data model) then the program violates its postcondition; otherwise
the program is correct.
2.4 Main Results
In this paper, we investigate the decidability of the verification problem for uninterpreted pro-
grams. Our first result is that this problem is, in general, undecidable. We discuss this in detail
in Section 4.
Result #1: The verification problem for uninterpreted programs is undecidable.
Since the general verification problem is undecidable, we identify a special class of programs for
which the verification problem is decidable. In order to describe what these special programs are,
we need to introduce a notion of coherent executions. Observe that as an execution proceeds, more
(structurally) complex terms get computed and assigned to variables, andmore assume statements
identify constraints that narrow the collection of data models in which the execution is feasible.
Coherent executions satisfy two properties. The first property, that we call memoizing, requires
that if a term t is computed (through an assignment) and either t or something “equivalent” (w.r.t.
to the equality assumes in the execution) to t was computed before in the execution, then it must
be currently stored in one of the variables. This is best illustrated through an example. Consider
the partial execution
π =
∆
assume(x , z) · y := n(x) · g := y · assume(y , z) · y := n(y) · assume(y , z) · x := n(x)
of program P3 (in Figure 1). The term n(̂x) is re-computed in the last step, but it is currently stored
in the variable g. On the other hand, a similar partial execution
π ′ =
∆ assume(x , z) · y := n(x) · assume(y , z) · y := n(y) · assume(y , z) · x := n(x)
of P2 is not memoizing since when n(̂x) is recomputed in the last step, it is not stored in any
variable; the contents of variable y, which stored n(̂x)when it was first computed, have been over-
written at this point, or, in other words, the term n(̂x) was “dropped” by the execution before it
was recomputed. The second property that coherent executions must satisfy is that any step of the
form “assume(x = y)” in the execution comes “early”. That is, any superterms of the terms stored
in x and y computed by the execution upto this point, are still stored in the program variables and
have not been overwritten. The formal definition of coherent executions will be presented later
in Section 3 . Finally, a program is coherent if all its executions are coherent. The most technically
involved result of this paper is that the verification problem for coherent uninterpreted programs
is decidable.
Result #2: The verification problem for coherent uninterpreted programs is decidable.
The notion of coherence is inspired by the notion of bounded pathwidth, but is admittedly techni-
cal. However, we show that determining if a given program is coherent is decidable; hence users
of the verification result need not ensure that the program are coherent manually.
Result #3: Given a program, the problem of checking whether it is coherent is decidable.
Thenotion of coherence has two properties, namely, that executions arememoizing and have early-
assumes. Both these properties seem to be important for our decidability result. The verification
problem for programs all of whose executions satisfy only one of these two conditions turns out
to be undecidable.
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Result #4: The verification problem for uninterpreted programs whose executions are memoizing
is undecidable. The verification problem for uninterpreted programs whose executions have early as-
sumes is undecidable.
The memoizing and early-assume requirements of coherence may not be satisfied by even sim-
ple programs. For example, program P2 in Figure 1 does not satisfy the memoizing requirement
as demonstrated by the partial execution π ′ above. However, many of these programs can be
made coherent by adding a finite number of ghost variables. These ghost variables are only writ-
ten and never read, and therefore, play no role in the actual computation. They merely remember
terms that have been previously computed and can help meet the memoizing and early-assume
requirements. We show that given a budget of k variables, we can automatically check whether
a corresponding coherent program with k additional ghost variables exists, and in fact compute
a regular automaton for its executions, and verify the resulting coherent program. The notation
and terminology for k-coherent programs is more complex and we delay defining them formally
to Section 5, where they are considered.
Result #5: Given a program P and k ∈ N, we can decide whether executions of P can be augmented
with k ghost variables and assignments so that they are coherent (i.e., check whether P is k-coherent).
Furthermore, if such a coherent program exists, we can construct it and verify it against specifications.
Finally, in Section 6, we consider programs with recursive function calls, and extend our results to
them. In particular, we show the following two results.
Result #6: The verification problem for coherent uninterpreted programs with recursive function
calls is decidable.
Result #7 Given a program P , with recursive function calls, and k ∈ N, we can decide whether
executions of P can be augmented with k local ghost variables (for each function) and interleaved
ghost assignments that results in a coherent program. Furthermore, if such a coherent program exists,
we can construct it and verify if against specifications.
3 VERIFICATION OF COHERENT UNINTERPRETED PROGRAMS
The verification problem for uninterpreted programs is undecidable; we will establish this result
in Section 4. In this section, we establish our main technical results, where we identify a class of
programs for which the verification problem is decidable. We call this class of programs coherent.
We begin by formally defining this class of programs. We then present our algorithm to verify
coherent programs. Finally, we conclude this section by showing that the problem of determining
if a given program is coherent is also decidable.
Before presenting the main technical content of this section, let us recall that an equivalence
relation ⊆ Terms×Terms is said to be a congruence if whenever t1  t
′
1, t2  t
′
2, . . .tm  t
′
m and f
is anm-ary function then f (t1, . . . tm)  f (t
′
1, . . . t
′
m). Given a binary relation A ⊆ Terms × Terms,
the congruence closure of A, denoted A, is the smallest congruence containing A.
For a congruence  on Terms, the equivalence class of a term t will be denoted by [t]; when
=A, we will write this as [t]A instead of [t]A . For terms t1, t2 ∈ Terms and congruence  on
Terms, we say that t2 is a superterm of t1 modulo  if there are terms t
′
1, t
′
2 ∈ Terms such that t
′
1  t1,
t ′2  t2 and t
′
2 is a superterm of t
′
1.
3.1 Coherent Programs
Coherence is a key property we exploit in our decidability results, and is inspired by the concept
of bounded pathwidth. In order to define coherent programs we first need to define the notion of
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coherence for executions. Recall that, for a partial execution ρ, α(ρ) denotes the set of equality
assumes made in ρ.
Definition 5 (Coherent executions). We say that a (partial or complete) execution ρ over variables
V is coherent if it satisfies the following two properties.
Memoizing. Let σ ′ = σ · “x :=f (z)” be a prefix of ρ and let t = Comp(σ ′, x). If there is a term t ′ ∈
Terms(σ ) such that t ′ α (σ ) t , then there must exist some y ∈ V such that Comp(σ ,y) α (σ )
t .
Early Assumes. Let σ ′ = σ · “assume(x = y)” be a prefix of ρ and let tx = Comp(σ , x) and
ty = Comp(σ ,y). If there is a term t
′ ∈ Terms(σ ) such that t ′ is either a superterm of tx or
of ty modulo α (σ ), then there must exist a variable z ∈ V such that Comp(σ , z) α (σ ) t
′.
Formally, the memoizing property says that whenever a term t is recomputed (modulo the con-
gruence enforced by the equality assumptions until then), there must be a variable that currently
corresponds to t . In the above definition, the assignment x := f (z) is computing a term t , and if
t has already been computed (there is a term t ′ computed by the prefix σ that is equivalent to t ),
then we demand that there is a variable y which after σ , holds a term that is equivalent to t .
The second requirement of early assumes imposes constraints on when “assume(x = y)” steps
are taken within the execution. We require that such assume statements appear before the execu-
tion “drops” any computed term t that is a superterm of the terms corresponding to x and y, i.e.,
before the execution reassigns the variables storing such superterms; notice that Terms(σ ) also in-
cludes those terms that have been computed along the execution σ and might have been dropped.
Formally, we demand that whenever an assume statement is executed equating variables x and y,
if there is a superterm (t ′) of either the term stored in x or y modulo the congruence so far, then
there must be a variable (z) storing a term equivalent to t ′.
Finally, we come to the main concept of this section, namely, that of coherent programs.
Definition 6 (Coherent programs). A coherent program is a program all of whose executions are
coherent.
Example 6. Consider the partial execution π ′ of P2 (Figure 1) that we considered in Section 2.4.
π ′ =
∆
assume(x , z) · y := n(x) · assume(y , z) · y := n(y) · assume(y , z) · x := n(x)
Any extension of π ′ to a complete execution of P2, will not be coherent. This is because ρ
′ is not
memoizing —when n(̂x) is recomputed in the last step, it is not stored in any variable; the contents
of variable y, which stored n(̂x) when it was first computed, have been over-written at this point.
On the other hand, the following execution over variables {x, y, z}
σ =
∆
z := f(x) · z := f(z) · assume(x = y)
is also not coherent because “assume(x = y)” is not early.Observe thatComp(σ , x) = x̂,Comp(σ , y) =
ŷ, and Comp(σ , z) = f(f(̂x)). Now f(̂x) ∈ Terms(σ ), is a superterm of Comp(σ , x) but is not stored
in any variable.
Consider the programs in Figure 1. P2 is not coherent because of partial execution π
′ above.
On the other hand, program P1 is coherent. This is because whenever an execution encounters
“assume(d = k)”, both d and k have no superterms computed in the execution seen so far. The same
holds for the “assume(x = y)” at the end of an execution due to thewhile loop. Further, whenever
a term gets dropped, or over-written, it never gets computed again, even modulo the congruence
induced by the assume equations. Similar reasoning establishes that P3 is also coherent.
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3.2 Verifying Coherent Programs
We are now ready to prove that the verification problem for coherent programs is decidable. Recall
that, without loss of generality, we may assume that the postcondition is ⊥. Observe that, when
the postcondition is ⊥, a program violates the postcondtion, if there is an execution ρ and a data
modelM such that ρ is feasible inM, i.e., every equality and disequality assumption of ρ holds in
M. On the face of it, this seems to require evaluating executions in all possible data models. But
in fact, one needs to consider only one class of data models. We begin by recalling the notion of
an initial model.
Given a binary relationA ⊆ Terms×Terms of equalities,M is said to satisfy A (orA holds inM)
if for every pair (t , t ′) ∈ A, JtKM = Jt
′KM . For a relation A, there is a canonical model in which A
holds.
Definition 7. The initial termmodel forA ⊆ Terms×Terms over an algebraic signature Σ = (C,F)
is T(A) = (U , {JcK | c ∈ C}, {Jf K | f ∈ F }) where
• U = Terms/A,
• JcK = [c]A for any c ∈ C, and
• Jf K([t1]A, . . . [tm]A) = [f (t1, . . . tm)]A for any m-ary function symbol f ∈ F and terms
t1, . . . tm ∈ Terms.
An important property of the initial term model is the following.
Proposition 1. Let A be a binary relation on terms, and M be any model satisfying A. For any
pair of terms t , t ′, if JtKT(A) = Jt
′KT(A) then JtKM = Jt
′KM .
Proof. AnymodelM defines an equivalence on terms≡M as follows: t ≡M t
′ iff JtKM = Jt
′KM .
Observe that≡M is a congruence, and ifM satisfies A, thenA ⊆≡M . Thus, A⊆≡M . Next, observe
that for the term model T(A), ≡T(A)=A. The proposition follows from these observations. 
One consequence of the above proposition is the following. Let A be a set of equalities, t1, t2 be
terms, andM be a data model satisfying A. If Jt1KM , Jt2KM then Jt1KT(A) , Jt2KT(A). This means
that to check the feasibility of an execution ρ, it suffices to check its feasibility in T(α(ρ)).
Corollary 2. Let ρ be any execution. There is a data modelM such that ρ is feasible inM if and
only if ρ is feasible in T(α(ρ)).
That is, an execution ρ is feasible iff α (ρ ) ∩β(ρ) = ∅.
Let us return to the problem of verifying if a program satisfies the postcondition⊥. This requires
us to check that no execution of the program is feasible in any data model. Let us now focus on the
simpler problem of execution verification — given an execution ρ check if there is some data model
in which ρ is feasible. If we can solve the execution verification problem, then we could potentially
solve the program verification problem; since the set of executions of a program are regular, we
could run the execution verification algorithm synchronously with the NFA representing the set
of all program executions to see if any of them are feasible.
Corollary 2 has an important consequence for execution verification — to check if ρ is feasible,
evaluate ρ in the data model T(α(ρ)). If the execution verification algorithm is to be lifted to verify
all executions of a program, then the algorithmmust evaluate the execution as the symbols come in.
It cannot assume to have the entire execution. This poses challenges that must be overcome. First
the term model T(α(ρ)) is typically infinite and cannot be constructed explicitly. Second, since
equality assumptions come in as the execution unfolds, α(ρ) is not known at the beginning and
therefore, neither is the exact term model on which ρ must be evaluated known. In fact, in general,
we cannot evaluate an arbitrary execution ρ in a term model T(α(ρ)) in an incremental fashion.
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The main result of this section shows that we can exploit properties of coherent executions to
overcome these challenges.
To explain the intuition behind our algorithm, let us begin by considering a naïve algorithm
that evaluates an execution in a data model. Suppose the data model M is completely known.
One algorithm to evaluate an execution ρ inM, would keep track of the values of each program
variable with respect to modelM, and for each assume step, check if the equality or disequality
assumption holds inM. WhenM is the term model, the value that variable x takes after (partial)
execution ρ ′, is the equivalence class of Comp(ρ ′, x)with respect to congruence defined by all the
equality assumptions in the complete execution ρ.
Our algorithm to verify an execution, will follow the basic template of the naïve algorithm above,
with important modifications. First, after a prefix ρ ′ of the execution ρ, we have only seen a par-
tial set of equality assumptions and not the entire set. Therefore, the value of variable x that the
algorithm tracks will be [Comp(ρ ′, x)]α (ρ ′) and not [Comp(ρ
′
, x)]α (ρ ). Now, when a new equality
assumption assume(y = z) is seen, we will need to update the values of each variable to be that in
the term model that also satisfies this new equation. This requires updating the congruence class
of the terms corresponding to each variable as new equalities come in. In addition, the algorithm
needs to ensure that if a previously seen disequality assumption is violated because of the new
equation, it can be determined, eventhough the disequality assumption maybe between two terms
that are no longer stored in any of the program variables. Second, our algorithmwill also track the
interpretation of the function symbols when applied to the values stored for variables in the pro-
gram. Thus, after a prefix ρ ′, the algorithm constructs part of the model T(α(ρ ′)) when restricted
to the variable values. This partial model helps the algorithm update the values of variables when
a new equality assume is read. The third wrinkle concerns how [Comp(ρ ′, x)]α (ρ ′) is stored. We
could store a representative term from this equivalence class. This would result in an algorithm
whose memory requirements grow with the execution. Instead the algorithm only maintains, for
every pair of variables x ,y, whether their values in T (α(ρ ′)) are equal or not. This means that the
memory requirements of the algorithm do not grow with the length of the execution being ana-
lyzed. Thus, we will in fact show, that the collection of all feasible partial executions is a regular
language.
In order to be able to carry out the above analysis incrementally, our algorithm crucially ex-
ploits the coherence properties of the execution. To illustrate one reason why the above approach
would not work for non-coherent executions, consider a prefix ρ ′ such that Comp(ρ ′, x) = x̂ ,
Comp(ρ ′,y) = ŷ, Comp(ρ ′,u) = f 100(x̂), and Comp(ρ ′,v) = f 100(ŷ). Let us assume that α(ρ ′) = ∅.
Suppose we now encounter assume(x = y). This means that in the term model that satisfies this
equality, the values of variables u and v are the same. However, this is possible only if the algo-
rithm somehow maintains the information that u and v are the result of hundred applications of
f to the values in x and y. This cannot be done using bounded memory. Notice, however, that in
this case ρ ′ · “assume(x = y)” is not a coherent execution because the assume at the end is not
early. Early assumes ensure that the effect of an new equality assumption can be fully determined
on the current values to the variables.
To understand the importance of thememoizing property in the decision procedure, consider the
execution ρ ′ =
∆
x := y ·y := f (y) · · ·y := f (y)︸                       ︷︷                       ︸
n times
· x := f (x) · · · x := f (x)︸                       ︷︷                       ︸
n times
. This execution trivially satis-
fies the “early assumes” criterion. However it is not memoizing since the terms ŷ, f (ŷ), . . . , f n−1(ŷ)
have been re-computed after they have been dropped. Now, suppose that ρ =
∆
ρ ′ · assume(x , y)
is a complete extension of ρ ′. Notice that ρ is not memoizing but still satisfies the “early as-
sumes” criterion (as it has no equality assumptions). Now, in order for the algorithm to correctly
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determine that this execution is infeasible, it needs to correctly maintain the information that
Comp(ρ ′,y) = Comp(ρ ′, x) = f n(ŷ). This again, is not possible using bounded memory.
Formal Details
Wewill now flesh out the intuitions laid out above. We will introduce concepts and properties that
will be used in the formal construction and its correctness proof.
Recall that our algorithm will track the values of the program variables in a term model. When
we have a coherent execution σ ′ = σ · assume(x = y), the terms corresponding to program
variables obey a special relationship with the set of terms Terms(σ ′) constructed anytime during
the execution and with the equality assumptions seen in σ . We capture this through the following
definition which has been motivated by the condition of early assumes.
Definition 8 (Superterm closedness modulo congruence). LetT be a subterm closed set of terms.
Let E ⊆ T × T be a set of equations on T and E be its congruence closure. LetW ⊆ T and let
t1, t2 ∈ W . Then,W is said to be closed under superterms with respect to T , E and (t1, t2) if for any
term s ∈ T such that s is a superterm of either t1 or t2 modulo E , there is term s
′ ∈W such that
s ′ E s .
Coherent executions ensure that the set of values of variables (or equivalently the set of terms
corresponding to the variables) is superterm closed modulo congruence with respect to a newly
encountered equality assumption; observe that for any partial execution ρ, Terms(ρ) is subterm
closed.
Lemma 3. Let σ be a coherent execution over variablesV and let ρ ′ = ρ · “assume(x = y)” be any
prefix of σ . ThenW = {Comp(ρ,v) | v ∈ V } is closed under superterms with respect to Terms(ρ),
α(ρ) and (Comp(ρ, x),Comp(ρ,y)).
As pointed out in the overview, our algorithm will not explicitly track the terms stored in pro-
gram variable, but instead track the equivalence between these terms in the term model. In addi-
tion, it also tracks the interpretations of function symbols on the stored terms in the term model.
Finally, it will store the pairs of terms (stored currently in program variables) that have been as-
sumed to be not equal in the execution. The following definition captures when such an algorithm
state is consistent with a set of terms, equalities, and disequalities. In the definition below, the
reader may think ofW as the set of terms corresponding to each program variable, E as the set
equality assumptions, and D as the set of disequality assumptions after a prefix of the execution.
Definition 9 (Consistency). LetW be a set of terms, E a set of equations on terms, and D be a
set of disequalities on terms. Let ≡W be an equivalence relation onW , DW ⊆ W /≡W ×W /≡W
be a symmetric relation, and P be a partial interpretation of function symbols, i.e., for any k-ary
function symbol f , P(f ) is a partial function mapping k-tuples in (W /≡W )
k toW /≡W . We will say
(≡W ,DW , P) is consistent with respect to (W , E,D) iff the following hold.
(a) For t1, t2 ∈W , t1 ≡W t2 if and only if Jt1KT(E) = Jt2KT(E), i.e., t1 and t2 evaluate to the same
value in T(E),
(b) ([t1]≡W , [t2]≡W ) ∈ DW iff there are terms t
′
1, t
′
2 such that t
′
1 E t1, and t
′
2 E t2 and {(t
′
1, t
′
2), (t
′
2, t
′
1)}∩
D , ∅.
(c) P(f )([t1]≡W , . . . , [tk ]≡W ) =
{
[t]≡W if f (t1, . . . tk ) E t
undef otherwise
There are two crucial properties about a setW that is superterm closed (Definition 8). When
we have a state that is consistent (as per Definition 9), we can correctly update it when we add an
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equation by doing a “local” congruence closure of the terms inW . This is the content of Lemma 4
and its detailed proof can be found in Appendix A.
Lemma 4. LetT be a set of subterm-closed set of terms, E ⊆ T ×T be a set of equalities onT , and
D ⊆ T × T be a set of disequalities. LetW ⊆ T be a set closed under superterms with respect to
T , E and some pair (s1, s2) ∈W ×W . Let (≡W ,DW , P) be consistent with (W , E,D). Define ∼s,s ′ to
be the smallest equivalence relation onW such that
• ≡W ∪{(s, s
′)} ⊆∼s,s ′
• for every k-ary function symbol f and terms t1, t
′
1, t2, t
′
2, . . . tk , t
′
k
, t , t ′ ∈ W such that t ∈
P(f )([t1]≡W , . . . [tk ]≡W ), t
′ ∈ P(f )([t ′1]≡W , . . . [t
′
k
]≡W ), and (ti , t
′
i ) ∈∼s,s ′ for each i , we have
(t , t ′) ∈∼s,s ′ .
In addition, take D ′W = {([t1]∼s,s′ , [t2]∼s,s′ ) | ([t1]≡W , [t2]≡W ) ∈ DW } and
P ′(f )([t1]∼s,s′ , . . . [tk ]∼s,s′) =
{
[t]∼s,s′ if P(f )([t1]≡W , . . . [tk ]≡W ) = [t]≡W
undef otherwise
Then (∼s,s ′,D
′
W , P
′) is consistent with (W , E ∪ {(s, s ′)},D).
The second important property aboutW being superterm closed is that feasibility of executions
can be checked easily. Recall that, our previous observations indicate that an execution is feasible,
if all the disequality assumptions hold in the term model, i.e., if E is a set of equality assumptions
and D is a set of disequality assumptions, feasibility requires checking that E ∩D = ∅. Now,
we show that whenW is superterm closed, then checking this condition when a new equation is
added to E can be done by just looking atW ; notice that D may have disequalities involving terms
that are not inW , and so the observation is not trivial.
Lemma 5. LetT be a set of subterm-closed set of terms, E ⊆ T ×T be a set of equalities onT , and
D ⊆ T ×T be a set of disequalities such that D∩ E= ∅. LetW ⊆ T and let t1, t2 ∈W be such that
W is closed under superterms with respect to T , E and (t1, t2). Let (≡W ,DW , P) be consistent with
(W , E,D). Then, E∪{(t1,t2)} ∩D , ∅ iff there are terms t
′
1, t
′
2 ∈W such that ([t
′
1]≡W , [t
′
2]≡W ) ∈ DW
and t ′1 ∼t1,t2 t
′
2, where ∼t1,t2 is the equivalence relation onW defined in Lemma 4.
Further, the notion of consistency allows us to correctly check for feasibility when a disequality
assumption is seen, and this is formalized below.
Lemma 6. Let T be a set of subterm-closed set of terms,W ⊆ T , E ⊆ T ×T be a set of equalities
on T , and D ⊆ T ×T be a set of disequalities such that D∩ E= ∅. Let (≡W ,DW , P) be consistent
with (W , E,D) and let t1, t2 ∈W . Then, E ∩(D ∪ {(t1, t2)} , ∅ iff (t1, t2) ∈≡W .
Lemmas 3, 4, 5 and 6 suggest that when an execution is coherent, the equivalence between
terms stored in program variables can be tracked and feasibility of the execution can be checked,
as equality and disequality assumptions are seen. Next, we will exploit these observations to give
the construction of an automaton that accepts exactly those coherent executions that are feasible.
Streaming Congruence Closure: Automaton for Feasibility of Coherent Executions
Having given a broad overview of our approach, and defined various concepts and properties, we
are ready to present the main result of this section, which says that the collection of feasible partial
executions forms a regular language. Let us fixV to be the set of program variables and Σ = (C,F)
to be the signature of operations. Recall that Π denotes the alphabet over which executions are
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defined. We now formally define the automatonAfs whose language is the collection of all partial
executions that are feasible in some data model.
States. The states in our automaton are either the special state qreject or tuples of the form (≡,d, P)
where ≡⊆ V ×V is an equivalence relation, d ⊆ V /≡ ×V /≡ is symmetric and irreflexive, and P be
a partial interpretation of the function symbols in F , i.e., for any k-ary function symbol f , P(f ) is
a partial function from (V /≡)k to V /≡. Intuitively, in a state of the form (≡,d, P), ≡ captures the
equivalence amongst the terms stored in the variables that hold in the term model satisfying the
equalities seen so far, d are the disequality assumptions seen so far restricted to the terms stored
in the program variables, and P summarizes the interpretations of the function symbols in the
relevant term model.
Initial state. The initial state q0 = (≡0,d0, P0), where ≡0= {(x , x) | x ∈ V }, d0 = ∅, and for every
k-ary function symbol f , and any x1, . . . xk ∈ V , P(f )([x1]≡0 , . . . [xk ]≡0) = undef (undefined).
Accepting states. All states except qreject are accepting.
Transitions. The qreject state is absorbing, i.e., for every a ∈ Π, δfs(qreject,a) = qreject. For the
other states, the transitions are more involved. Let q = (≡,d, P) and let q′ = (≡′,d ′, P ′). There is
a transtion δfs(q,a) = q
′ if one of the following conditions holds. If in any of the cases d ′ is not
irreflexive then δfs(q,a) = qreject in each case. For a subset V
′ ⊆ V , we will use the notation ≡y
V ′
to denote the relation
(
≡ ∩V ′ ×V ′
)
.
a = “x := y” .
In this case if y and x are the same variables, then ≡′ =≡, d ′ = d and P ′ = P . Otherwise,
the variable x gets updated to be in the equivalence class of the variable y, and d ′ and P ′ are
updated in the most natural way. Formally,
• ≡′= ≡y
V \{x }
∪ {(x ,y′), (y′, x) | y′ ≡ y} ∪ {(x , x)}.
• d ′ = {([x1]≡′, [x2]≡′) | x1, x2 ∈ V \ {x}, ([x1]≡, [x2]≡) ∈ d}
• P ′ is such that for every r -ary function h,
P ′(h)([x1]≡′, . . . [xr ]≡′) =

[u]≡′ x < {u, x1, . . . xr } and
[u]≡ = P(h)([x1]≡, . . . [xr ]≡)
undef otherwise
a = “x := f (z1, . . . zk )” .
There are two cases to consider.
(1) Case P(f )([z1]≡, . . . [zk ]≡) is defined.
Let P(f )([z1]≡, . . . [zk ]≡) = [v]≡. This case is similar to the case when a is “x := y”. That
is, when x ∈ [v]≡, then ≡
′
=≡, d ′ = d and P ′ = P . Otherwise, we have
• ≡′= ≡y
V \{x }
∪ {(x ,v ′), (v ′, x) | v ′ ≡ v} ∪ {(x , x)}
• d ′ = {([x1]≡′, [x2]≡′) | x1, x2 ∈ V \ {x}, ([x1]≡, [x2]≡) ∈ d}
• P ′ is such that for every r -ary function h,
P ′(h)([x1]≡′, . . . [xr ]≡′) =

[u]≡′ x < {u, x1, . . . xr } and
[u]≡ = P(h)([x1]≡, . . . [xr ]≡)
undef otherwise
(2) Case P(f )([z1]≡, . . . [zk ]≡ is undefined.
In this case, we remove x from its older equivalence class and make a new class that
only contains the variable x . We update P to P ′ so that the function f maps the tuple
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([z1]≡′, . . . , [zk ]≡′) (if each of them is a valid/non-empty equivalence class) to the class
[x]≡′. The set d
′ follows easily from the new ≡′ and the older set d . Thus,
• ≡′= ≡y
V \{x }
∪ {(x , x)}
• d ′ = {([x1]≡′, [x2]≡′) | x1, x2 ∈ V \ {x}, ([x1]≡, [x2]≡) ∈ d}
• P ′ behaves similar to P for every function different from f .
– For every r -ary function h , f ,
P ′(h)([x1]≡′, . . . , [xr ]≡′) =

[u]≡′ if x < {u, x1, . . . xk } and
[u]≡ = P(h)([x1]≡, . . . [xr ]≡)
undef otherwise
– For the function f , we have the following.
P ′(f )([x1]≡′, . . . , [xk ]≡′) =

[x]≡′ if xi = zi ∀i and x < {x1, . . . xk }
[u]≡′ if x < {u, x1, . . . xk } and
[u]≡ = P(f )([x1]≡, . . . [xk ]≡)
undef otherwise
a = “assume(x = y)” .
Here, we essentially merge the equivalence classes in which x and y belong and perform
the “local congruence closure” (as in Lemma 4). In addition, d ′ and P ′ are also updated as in
Lemma 4.
• ≡′ is the smallest equivalence relation on V such that (a) ≡ ∪{(x ,y)} ⊆≡′, and (b) for
every k-ary function symbol f and variables x1, x
′
1, x2, x
′
2, . . . xk , x
′
k
, z, z′ ∈ V such that
[z]≡ = P(f )([x1]≡, . . . [xk ]≡), [z
′]≡ = P(f )([x
′
1]≡, . . . [x
′
k
]≡), and (xi , x
′
i ) ∈≡
′ for each i , we
have (z, z′) ∈≡′.
• d ′ = {([x1]≡′, [x2]≡′) | ([x1]≡, [x2]≡) ∈ d}
• P ′ is such that for every r -ary function h,
P ′(h)([x1]≡′, . . . [xr ]≡′) =
{
[u]≡′ if [u]≡ = P(h)([x1]≡, . . . [xr ]≡)
undef otherwise
a = “assume(x , y)” .
In this case,
• ≡′=≡
• d ′ = d ∪ {([x]≡′, [y]≡′), ([y]≡′, [x]≡′)}
• P ′ = P
The formal description of automaton Afs is complete. We begin formally stating the invariant
maintained by the automaton during its computation.
Lemma 7. Let ρ be a coherent partial execution. Let qρ be the state reached byAfs after reading
ρ. The following properties are true.
(1) If ρ is infeasible then qρ = qreject.
(2) If ρ is feasible in some data model, then qρ is of the form (≡,d, P) such that (≡,d, P) is consis-
tent with ({Comp(ρ, x) | x ∈ V },α(ρ), β(ρ)); see Definition 9 for the notion of consistency.
Assuming that the signature Σ is of constant size, the automaton Afs hasO(2
|V |O (1) ) states.
Verifying a Coherent Program
We have so far described a finite memory, streaming algorithm that given a coherent execution
can determine if it is feasible in any data model by computing congruence closure. We can use that
algorithm to verify coherent, uninterpreted programs.
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Theorem 8. Given a coherent program s with postcondition⊥, the problem of verifying s is PSPACE-
complete.
Proof Sketch. Observe that a coherent program with postcondition ⊥ is correct if it has no
feasible executions. IfAs is theNFA accepting precisely the executions of s , the goal is to determine
if L(As )∩L(Afs) , ∅. This can be done taking the cross product of the two automata and searching
for an accepting path. Notice that storing the states of Afs uses space that is polynomial in the
number of variables, and the cross product automaton can be constructed on the fly. This gives us
a PSPACE upper bound for the verification problem.
The lower bound is obtained through a reduction from Boolean program verification. Recall that
Boolean programs are imperative programs with while loops and conditionals, where all program
variables take on Boolean values. The verification problem for such programs is to determine if
there is an execution of the program that reaches a special halt statement. This problem is known
to be PSPACE-hard. The Boolean program verification problem can be reduced to the verification
problem for uninterpreted programs — the uninterpreted program corresponding to a Boolean
program will have no function symbols in its signature, have constants for true and false, and
have two program variables that are never modified which store true and false respectively. Since
in such a program the variables never store terms other than constants, the executions are trivially
coherent. 
3.3 Decidability of Coherence
Manually checking if a program is coherent is difficult. However, in this section we prove that,
given a program s , checking if s is coherent can be done in PSPACE. The crux of this result is an
observation that the collection of coherent executions form a regular language. This is the first
result we will prove, and we will use this observation to give a decision procedure for checking if
a program is coherent. Let us recall that executions of programs over variables V are words over
the alphabet Π.
Theorem 9. The language Lcc = {ρ ∈ Π
∗ | ρ is coherent} is regular. More precisely, there is a DFA
Acc of size O(2
VO (1) ) such that L(Acc) = Lcc.
Proof. Observe that an execution ρ is coherent if and only if the execution ρ⇂Π\{assume(x,y) | x,y∈V }
is coherent; here ρ⇂Π\{assume(x,y) | x,y∈V } is the execution obtained by dropping all the disequal-
ity assumes from ρ. Hence, the automaton Acc will ignore all the disequality assumes and only
process the other steps.
The automatonAcc heavily uses the automatonAfs, constructed in Section 3.2. Intuitively, given
a word ρ, our algorithm inductively checks whether prefixes of ρ are coherent. Hence, when ex-
amining a prefix σ · a, we can assume that σ is coherent and use the properties of the state ofAfs
obtained on σ .
The broad outline of how Acc works is as follows.
• We keep track of the state of the automaton Afs. Recall that its state is of the form (≡,d, P),
where ≡ defines an equivalence relation over the variables V , d is a set of disequalities, and
P is a partial interpretation of the function symbols in the signature, restricted to contents of
the program variables. Now, since we will drop all the disequality assumes, d in this context
is always ∅ and so the state ofAfs will never be qreject.
• In addition, the state ofAcc will have a function E that associates with each function symbol
f of arity k , a function from (V /≡)k to {⊤,⊥}. Intuitively, E tracks, for each function symbol
f and each tuple of variables, whether f has ever been computed on that tuple at any point
in the execution — E(f )(z) = ⊤, if f (z) has been computed, and is ⊥ if it has not. Note that,
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if P(f )(z) is defined (here P is the component that is part of the state of Afs) then E(f )(z)
will definitely be ⊤. The role of E(f ), however, is to remember in addition whether f has
been computed on terms but the image has been “dropped” by the program.
The update of the extra information E(f ) is not hard. Whenever Acc reads “x := f (z1, . . . zk )”,
we set E(f )([z1]≡, . . . [zk ]≡) to ⊤. If E(f )([z1]≡, . . . [zk ]≡) = ⊤, then we know it was computed,
and hence check if P(f )([z1]≡, . . . [zk ]≡) is defined. If it is not, then we reject the word as it is not
memoizing and therefore, not coherent.
An assume(x = y) statement is dealt with as follows. Let us assume that the state of Acc is
q = (≡,∅, P, E) when it processes assume(x = y). First Acc checks if the equality is early as
follows. We will say that a variable v is an immediate superterm of u in q, if there is a function f
and arguments z such that P(f )(z) = [v]≡ and [u]≡ ∈ z. More generally, v is a superterm of u in q
if either [v]≡ = [u]≡, or there is a variablew such thatw is an immediate superterm of u in q andv
(inductively) is a superterm ofw in q. To check that assume(x = y) is not early, we will first check
if there is a superterm u of either x or y in q and a tuple z such that [u]≡ ∈ z such that P(f )(z)
is undefined but E(f )(z) = ⊤. If assume(x = y) is early then Acc will merge several equivalence
classes of variables as it performs congruence closure locally. Whenever two equivalence classes
C and C ′ merge, we set E(f )(z) to ⊤ and appropriately define P(f )(z) (similar to the transition in
Afs) if there were any equivalent variables that were to ⊤ by E(f ).
After reading each letter, if the word is not rejected, we are guaranteed that the word is coherent,
and hence the meaning of the state of automatonAfs is correct when reading the next letter. Hence
the above automaton precisely accepts the set of coherent words. 
Observe that since Acc constructed in Theorem 9 is deterministic, it can be modified without
blowup to accept only non-coherent words as well.
Using Acc we can get a PSPACE algorithm to check if a program is coherent.
We can now compute, given a program s , the NFA for Exec(s), and check whether the intersec-
tion of Exec(s) and the above automaton constructed for accepting non-coherent words is empty.
Hence
Theorem 10. Given a program s , one can determine if s is coherent in PSPACE.
Proof. Let As be the NFA accepting the set of execution of program s . Let Acc be the au-
tomaton accepting the collection of all non-coherent executions. Notice that s is coherent iff
L(As ) ∩ L(Acc) = ∅. The PSPACE algorithm will construct the product of As and Acc on the
fly, while it searches for an accepting computation. 
4 UNDECIDABILITY OF VERIFICATION OF UNINTERPRETED PROGRAMS
We show that verifying uninterpreted programs is undecidable by reducing the halting problem
for 2-counter machines.
A 2-counter machine is a finite-state machine (with Q as the set of states) augmented with two
counters C1 and C2 that take values in N. At every step, the machine moves to a new state and
performs one of the following operations on one of the counters: check for zero, increment by 1,
or decrement by 1. We can reduce the halting problem for 2-counter machines to verification of
uninterpreted programs to show the following result (detailed proof in Appendix B).
Theorem 11. The verification problem for uninterpreted programs is undecidable.
The reduction in the above proof proceeds by encoding configurations using primarily three
variables, a variable xcurr modeling the current state, and two variables y1 and y2 modeling the
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two counters, along with other variables {xq}q∈Q modeling constants for the set of states and the
constant 0 ∈ N and few other auxiliary variables.
The key idea is to model a counter value i using the term f i (0), and to ensure the data model has
two functions f andд, modeling increment and decrement functions respectively, that are inverses
of each other on terms representing counter values. We refer the reader to the details of the proof,
but note here that this reduction in fact creates programs that are not memoizing nor have early
assumes, and in fact cannot be made coherent with any bounded number of ghost variables.
In the following undecidability results (Theorem 12 and Theorem 13) that argue that both our
restrictions are required for decidability. The proof ideas of these theorems are provided in Appen-
dix B.
Theorem 12. The verification problem for uninterpreted programs all of whose executions are mem-
oizing is undecidable.
Theorem 13. The verification problem for uninterpreted programs all of whose executions have
early-assumes is undecidable.
The proofs for the theorems above also give reductions from the halting problem for 2-counter
machines; one ensures that executions satisfy the memoizing property (while sacrificing the early-
assumes criterion) and the other that executions satisfy early-assumes (but not memoizing).
Note that the above results do not, of course, mean that these two conditions themselves cannot
be weakened while preserving decidability. They just argue that neither condition can be simply
dropped.
5 k-COHERENT UNINTERPRETED PROGRAMS
In this section, we will generalize the decidability results of Section 3 to apply to a larger class of
programs. Programs may sometimes not be coherent because they either violate the memoizing
property, i.e., they have executions where a term currently not stored in any of the program vari-
ables, is recomputed, or, they violate the early assumes criterion, i.e., have executions where an
assume is seen after some superterms have been dropped entirely. However, some of these pro-
grams could be made to coherent, if they were given access to additional, auxiliary variables that
store the terms that need to be recomputed in the future or are needed until a relevant assume
statement is seen in the future. For example, we observed that program P2 in Figure 1 is not coher-
ent (Example 6), but program P3, which is identical to P2 except for the use of auxiliary variable g
is coherent. These auxiliary variables, which we call ghost variables, can only be written to. They
are never read from, and so do not affect the control flow in the program. We show that the verifi-
cation problem for k-coherent programs — programs that can be made coherent by adding k ghost
variables — is decidable. In addition, we show that determining if a program is k-coherent is also
decidable.
Let us fix the set of program variables to be V = {v1,v2, . . .vr } and the signature to be Σ =
(C,F) such that V̂ ⊆ C is the set of initial values of the program variables. Recall that executions
of such programs are over the alphabet Π = {“x := y”, “x := f (z)”, “assume(x = y)”, “assume(x ,
y)” | x ,y, z are in V }.
Let us define executions that use program variables V and ghost variables G = {д1,д2, . . .дl }.
These will be words over the alphabet Π(G) = Π ∪ {“д := x” | д ∈ G and x ∈ V }. Notice, that
the only additional step allowed in such executions is one where a ghost variable is assigned the
value stored in a program variable. Before presenting the semantics of such executions, we will
introduce some notation. For an execution ρ ∈ Π(G)∗, ρ⇂Π denotes its projection onto alphabet Π,
i.e., it is the sequence obtained by dropping all ghost variable assignment steps.
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To define the semantics of such executions, we once again need to associate termswith variables
at each point in the execution. The (partial) function Comp : Π(G)∗ × (V ∪ G) → Terms will
be defined in the same manner as in Definition 3. The main difference will be that Comp now
is a partial function, since we will assume that ghost variables are undefined before their first
assignment; we do not have constants in our signature Σ corresponding to initial values of ghost
variables. For variables x ∈ V , we define Comp(ρ, x) = Comp(ρ⇂Π, x), where the function Comp
on the right hand side is given in Definition 3. For ghost variables, Comp is defined inductively as
follows.
Comp(ϵ,д) = undef for each д ∈ G
Comp(ρ · “д := x”,д) = Comp(ρ, x)
Comp(ρ · “д := x”,д′) = Comp(ρ,д′) for д′ , д
Comp(ρ · a,д) = Comp(ρ,д) for any д ∈ G, and a ∈ Π
The set of equality and disequality assumes for executions with ghost variables can be defined in
the sameway as it was defined for regular executions. More precisely, for any execution ρ ∈ Π(G)∗,
the set of equality assumes is α(ρ) = α(ρ⇂Π) and the set of disequality assumes is β(ρ) = β(ρ⇂Π).
An execution ρ with ghost variables is coherent if it satisfies the memoization and early assumes
conditions given in Definition 5, except that we also allow variables inG to hold superterms mod-
ulo congruence.We are now ready to define the notion of k-coherence for executions and programs.
Definition 10. An execution σ ∈ Π∗ over variables V is said to be k-coherent if there is an
execution ρ ∈ Π(G) over V and k ghost variables G = {д1, . . .дk } such that (a) ρ is coherent,
and (b) ρ⇂Π= σ .
A program s over variables V is said to be k-coherent if every execution σ ∈ Exec(s) is k-
coherent.
Like coherent executions, the collection of k-coherent executions are regular.
Proposition 14. The collection of k-coherent executions over program variables V is regular.
Proof. Theorem 9 establishes the regularity of the collection of all coherent executions. The
automaton Acc constructed in its proof in Section 3.3 essentially also recognizes the collection
of all coherent executions over the set V ∪ G . Now, observe that the collection of k-coherent
executions over the set V is L(Acc)⇂Π, and therefore the proposition follows from the fact that
regular languages are closed under projections. 
Given a program, one can decide if it is k-coherent.
Theorem15. Given an uninterpreted program s over variablesV , one can determine if s is k-coherent
in space that is linear in |s | and exponential in |V |.
Proof. LetAs be the NFA that accepts the executions of program s , andAcc be the automaton
recognizing the set of all coherent executions over V andG . Let Akcc be the automaton recogniz-
ing L(Acc)⇂Π , which is the collection of all k-coherent executions. Observe that s is k-coherent if
L(As ) ⊆ L(Akcc ). Akcc is a nondeterministic automaton with O(2
|V |O (1) ) states, and the proposi-
tion therefore follows. 
Finally, the verification problem for uninterpreted k-coherent programs is PSPACE-complete.
Theorem 16. Given a k-coherent program s with postcondition ⊥, the problem of verifying s is
PSPACE-complete.
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Proof. Since every coherent program is also k-coherent (for any k), the lower bound follows
from Theorem 8. Let As be the automaton accepting executions of s , Acc the automaton ac-
cepting coherent executions over V and G , and Afs the automaton checking feasibility of exe-
cutions. Observe that the automaton A recognizing (L(Acc) ∩ L(Afs))⇂Π accepts the collection of
k-coherent executions that are feasible. The verification problem requires one to determine that
L(A)∩L(As ) = ∅. Using an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 8, this can be accomplished
in PSPACE becauseA has exponentially many states. 
6 VERIFICATION OF COHERENT AND k-COHERENT RECURSIVE PROGRAMS
In this section, we extend the decidability results to recursive programs. In particular, we define
the notions of coherence and k-coherence for recursive programs, and show that the following
problems are decidable: (a) verifying recursive coherent programs; (b) determining if a recursive
program is coherent; (c) verifying recursive k-coherent programs; and (d) determining if a program
is k-coherent.
This sectionwill extend the automata-theoretic constructions to visibly pushdown automata [Alur and Madhusudan
2004], and use the fact that they are closed under intersection; we assume the reader is familiar
with these automata as well as with visibly context-free languages [Alur and Madhusudan 2009].
6.1 Recursive Programs
Let us fix a finite set of variables V = {v1, . . . ,vr } and a finite set of method names/identifiers M .
Letm0 ∈ M be a designated “main” method. Let us also fix a permutation 〈v1, . . . ,vr 〉 of variables
and denote it by 〈V 〉.
For technical simplicity and without loss of generality, we will assume that for eachmethodm ∈
M , the set of local variables is exactly the set V ; methods can, however, ignore certain variables if
they use fewer local variables. Wewill also assume that eachmethod always gets calledwith all the
r variables, thereby initializing all local variables. This also does not lead to any loss in generality—
if a constant c is used2 in some function call, the caller can pass this constant to the called function,
which will use the passed parameter to initialize its local copy of the variable reserved for c . Finally,
we will assume that when a methodm is invoked, the order of the parameters is fixed to be 〈V 〉.
This again does not lead to a loss of generality — the caller can rearrange the variables to the
right order (by swapping) and then reassign them afterm returns. These conventions simplify the
exposition considerably. We will, however, allow functions to return multiple values back, and
allow the caller to assign these to local variables on return.
For every method m, let us fix a tuple om of output variables over V . We require the output
variables in om to be distinct (in order to avoid implicit aliasing that can be caused when variables
are repeated).
The syntax of recursive programs now has method definitions, where the body of the methods
can also include recursive calls, besides the usual assignment, sequencing, conditionals and loops.
〈pдm〉 ::= m ⇒ om 〈stmt〉 | 〈pдm〉 〈pдm〉
〈stmt〉 ::= skip | x := y | x := f (z) | assume (〈cond〉) | 〈stmt〉 ; 〈stmt〉
| if (〈cond〉) then 〈stmt〉 else 〈stmt〉 | while (〈cond〉) 〈stmt〉 | w :=m(〈V 〉)
〈cond〉 ::=x = y | x , y
Here,m is a method in M , and the variables x ,y, z,w belong to V . The length of the vector w
must of course match the length of the vector om of output parameters of the called methodm. A
2Recall that, we model constants as initial values of certain variables.
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m0 ⇒ 〈b〉 {
assume(T , F);
d := key(x);
if(d = k) then {
b := T;
}
else {
y := x;
x := left(x);
b := m0(x, k, b, d, y, T, F);
if(b = F) then {
x := right(x);
b := m0(x, k, b, d, y, T, F);
}
}
}
Fig. 3. Example of uninterpreted recursive program.
program consists of a definition for each methodm ∈ M , and we assume each method is defined
exactly once.
Example 7. The example in Figure 3 illustrates a recursive programwith a single methodm0. This
program checkswhether any node reachable from x using left and right pointers (which defines
a directed acyclic graph) contains a node with key k. The method returns a single value—value of
the variable b upon return. The variables x and k are the true parameters, but we additionally
augment the other variables b,d,y,T,F for simplifying notations and have the method rewrite
those variables as described before. Here T and F are variables storing the constants true and
false, respectively. Notice that, it is hard to find an iterative program with a bounded number of
variables and without recursive functions that achieves the same functionality.
The semantics of recursive programs given by the grammar 〈pдm〉 is a standard call-by-value
semantics. We next define the formal semantics using terms over a data model.
6.2 Executions
Executions of recursive programs over the finite set of variables V and the finite set of methods
M are sequences over the alphabet ΠM = {“x := y”, “x := f (z)”, “assume(x = y)”, “assume(x ,
y)”, “callm”, “w := return” | x ,y, z,w are in V ,m ∈ M}.
We will, in fact, treat the above alphabet as partitioned into three kinds: a call-alphabet, a return-
alphabet, and an internal-alphabet. The letters of the form “callm” belong to the call-alphabet, the
letters of the form “z := return” belong to the return alphabet, and the remaining letters belong
to the internal alphabet.
The collection of all executions, denoted Exec, is given by the following context-free grammar
with start variable E.
E →“x := y” | “x := f (z)” | “assume(x = y)” | “assume(x , y)”
| “callm” · E · “w := return” | E · E
In the above rule,m ranges over M . Furthermore, with respect to the call-return-internal alpha-
bet defined above, the above defines a visibly pushdown language.
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Definition 11 (Complete and Partial Executions of a recursive program). Complete executions of
recursive programs that manipulate a set of variables V are sequences over ΠM and are defined
as follows. Let P be a recursive program. For each methodm ∈ M , we denote by s(m) the body
(written over the grammar 〈stmt〉) in the definition ofm.
Consider a grammar where we have nonterminals of the form Ss , for various statements s ∈
〈stmt〉, where the rules of the grammar are as follows.
Sϵ → ϵ
Sskip ; s → Ss
Sx :=y ; s → “x := y” · Ss
Sx :=f (z) ; s → “x := f (z)” · Ss
Sassume(c) ; s → “assume(c)” · Ss
Sif (c) then s1 else s2 ; s → “assume(c)” · Ss1 ; s | “assume(¬c)” · Ss2 ; s
Swhile (c){s1 } ; s → “assume(c)” · Ss1 ; while (c){s1 } ; s | “assume(¬c)” · Ss
Sw:=m(〈V 〉) ; s → “callm” · Ss(m) · “z := return” · Ss
The set of executions of a program P ∈ 〈pдm〉, Exec(P) are those accepted by the above grammar
with start symbol Ss(m0) ; ϵ , where s(m0) is the body of the “main” method m0. The set of partial
executions, denoted by PExec(P), is the set of prefixes of complete executions in Exec(P).
In the above definition, the grammar for the language Exec(P) is taken to be the one that
can be defined by using the minimal set of nonterminals for the definitions Ss(m) ; ϵ , where m ∈
M . It is easy to see that this is a finite set of nonterminals, and hence the above grammar is a
context-free grammar. In fact, all productions rules except the one involving method calls (i.e.,
production rules for non-terminals of the form Sw:=m(〈V 〉) ; s ) are right-regular grammar produc-
tions. Further, the production rules for method calls have a call-letter and return-letter guarding
the first nonterminal. Therefore, it is easy to see that the above defines a visibly pushdown lan-
guage [Alur and Madhusudan 2009]. A visibly pushdown automaton (VPA) that is at most qua-
dratic in the size of the program accepts this language as follows. This VPA will have states of the
form Sms and mimic the right-regular grammar productions using internal transitions generating
the associated terminal, and the rule for method calls by pushing the nonterminal to execute after
return onto the stack, and recovering it in its state after the pop when simulating the return from
the method call. This construction is fairly standard and simple, and we omit formal definitions.
6.3 Semantics of Recursive Programs and The Verification Problem
Terms Computed by an Execution
Let us now define the term computed for any (local) variable at any point in the computation. We
say a subword σ of an execution is matched if σ has an equal number of call-letters and return-
letters.
We now define the terms that correspond to local variables in scope after a partial execution ρ.
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Definition 12. We define Comp : Exec ×V → Terms inductively as follows
Comp(ϵ, x) = x̂
Comp(ρ · “x := y”, x) = Comp(ρ,y)
Comp(ρ · “x := y”, x ′) = Comp(ρ, x ′) x ′ , x
Comp(ρ · “x := f (z)”, x) = f (Comp(ρ, z1), . . . ,Comp(ρ, zr )) z = (z1, . . . , zr )
Comp(ρ · “x := f (z)”, x ′) = Comp(ρ, x ′) x ′ , x
Comp(ρ · “assume(R(z))”, x) = Comp(ρ, x)
Comp(ρ · “callm”, x) = Comp(ρ, x)
Comp(ρ · “callm” · ρ ′
·“〈w1, . . .wr 〉 := return”,wi )
= Comp(ρ · “callm” · ρ
′
, om[i]) ρ ′ is matched
Comp(ρ · “callm” · ρ ′
·“〈w1, . . .wr 〉 := return”, x)
= Comp(ρ, x)
x < {w1, . . .wr },
ρ ′ is matched
The set of terms computed by an execution ρ is Terms(ρ) =
⋃
ρ ′ is a prefix of ρ,
v ∈V
Comp(ρ ′,v).
Semantics of Recursive Programs
Semantics of programs are, again, with respect to a data-model. We define the maps α and β
that collect the assumptions of equality and disequality on terms, as we did for programs without
function calls; we skip the formal definition as it is the natural extension to executions of recursive
programs, ignoring the call and return letters. An execution is feasible on a data model if these
assumptions on terms are satisfied in the model.
Verification Problem
As before, without loss of generality we can assume that the post condition is ⊥ (false). The verifi-
cation problem is then: given a program P , determine if there is some (complete) execution ρ and
data modelM such that ρ is feasible onM.
Coherence
The notion of coherence is similar to the one for non-recursive programs and their executions. In
fact, it is precisely the definition of coherence for regular programs (Definition 5), except for the
fact that it uses the new definitions of Comp, and α for recursive programs. We skip repeating the
definition. Note that, in this case, the memoizing condition and the early assumes condition are
based on the set Terms(σ ) (where σ is a partial execution), which also includes all terms computed
before, including those by other methods. A recursive program is said to be coherent if all its
executions are coherent.
We can now state our main theorems for recursive programs.
Theorem 17. The verification problem for coherent recursive programs is decidable, and is Exptime-
complete. 
The proof of the above result proceeds by constructing a VPAAP that accepts the executions of
the program P and a VPAArfs that accepts feasible executions of recursive programs, and checking
if L(AP ∩ L(Arfs)) is empty, the latter being a decidable problem.
The automatonArfs is designed similar to the automatonAfs constructed in Section 3.2. Below,
we sketch the primary ideas for handling the extension to recursive program executions.
Proof Sketch. Recall that the automaton for nonrecursive program executions keeps track of
(a) an equivalence relation ≡ over the variablesV , (b) partial maps for each k-ary function that map
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from (V /≡)k toV /≡, and (c) a set of disequalities over the equivalence classes of ≡. The automaton
Arfs will keep a similar state, except that it would keep this over double the number of variables
V ∪V ′, where V ′ = {v ′ | v ∈ V }. The variables in V ′ correspond to terms in the caller at the time
of the call, and these variables do not get reassigned till the current method returns to its caller.
When the automaton sees a symbol of the form “call m”, it pushes the current state of the
automaton on the stack, and moves to a state that has only the equivalence classes of the current
V variables (along with the partial functions and disequalities restricted to them). It also makes
each v ′ equivalent to v . When processing assignments, assumes, etc. in the called method, the
variables V ′ will never be reassigned, and hence the terms corresponding to them will not be
dropped. At the end of the method, when we return to the caller reading a symbol of the form
“w := return”, we pop the state from the stack and merge it with the current state.
This merging essentially recovers the equivalence classes on variables that were not changed
across the call and sets up relationship (equivalence, partial f -maps, etc.) to the variables w as-
signed by the return. This is done as follows. Let the state popped be s ′ and the current state be s .
Let us relabel variables in s ′, relabeling eachv ∈ V tov and eachv ′ ∈ V to v ′. LetV = {v | v ∈ V }
and V ′ = {v ′ | v ′ ∈ V ′}. Now let us take the union of the two states s and s ′ (inheriting equiv-
alence classes, partial function maps, disequalities), to get s ⊕ s ′ over variables V ′ ∪ V ∪ V ′ ∪ V .
In this structure, we merge (identify) each node v with v ′, retaining its label as v ′. Merging can
cause equivalence classes to merge, thereby also updating partial function interpretations and dis-
equalities. We now drop the variables V ′, dropping the equivalence classes if they become empty.
The new state is over V ′ ∪ V , and we relabel the variables v ′ to v ′ to obtain the actual state we
transition to. The f -maps and set of disequalities get updated across these manipulations.
The resulting VPA has exponentially many states in |V | and taking its intersection with the
automatonAP and checking emptiness clearly can be done in exponential time. The lower bound
follows from the fact that checking reachability in recursive Boolean programs is already Exptime-
hard and the fact that we can emulate any recursive Boolean program using a recursive uninter-
preted program (even with an empty signature of functions). 
We can also extend the notion of k-coherence to executions of recursive programs; here we
allow executions to have ghost assignments at any point to local (write-only) ghost variables in
scope, in order to make an execution coherent. We can build an automaton, again a VPA, that
accepts all k-coherent executions that are semantically feasible. Then, given a program P and a
k ∈ N, we can build an automaton that accepts all coherent extensions of executions of P , and also
check whether every execution of P has at least one equivalent coherent execution. If this is true,
then P is k-coherent, and we can check whether the automaton accepts any word to verify P .
Theorem 18. The problem of checking, given a program P and k ∈ N, whether P is k-coherent is
decidable. And if P is found to be k-coherent, verification of P is decidable.
7 RELATED WORK
The class of programs (with and without recursion) over a finite set of Boolean variables admits
a decidable verification problem [Alur et al. 2005; Esparza et al. 2000; Esparza and Knoop 1999;
Godefroid and Yannakakis 2013; Schwoon 2002]. As mentioned in the introduction, we believe
that our work is the first natural class of programs that work over infinite data domains and also
admits decidability for the verification problem, without any severe restrictions on the structure
of programs.
There are several automata-theoretic decidability results that could be interpreted as decidabil-
ity results for programs—for example, coverability and reachability in (unsafe) Petri nets are de-
cidable [Karp and Miller 1969; Kosaraju 1982; Mayr 1981], and this can be interpreted as a class
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of programs with counters with increments, decrements, and checks for positivity (but no checks
for zero), which is arguably not a very natural class of programs. The work in [Godoy and Tiwari
2009] establishes decidability of checking equality assertions in uninterpreted Sloopy programs
with restricted control flow—such programs disallow the use of conditionals, loops and recursive
calls inside other loops.
Complete automatic verification can be seen as doing both the task of finding inductive invari-
ants and validating verification conditions corresponding to the various iteration/recursion-free
snippets. In this light, there is classical work for certain domains like affine programs, where certain
static analyses techniques promise to always find an invariant, if there exists one that can be ex-
pressed in a particular logic [Granger 1991; Karr 1976;Müller-Olm and Seidl 2004;Müller-Olm and Seidl
2005]. However, these results do not imply decidable verification for these programs, as there are
programs in these classes that are correct but do not have inductive invariants that fall in the
fragment of logic considered.
There is a line of work that takes an automata-theoretic flavor to verification [Farzan et al. 2014,
2015; Heizmann et al. 2010, 2013], which rely on building automata accepting infeasible program
traces, obtained by generalizing counterexample traces that can be proved infeasible through SMT
solving. The method succeeds when it can prove that the set of traces of the program that are erro-
neous, are contained in the constructed set of infeasible traces. The technique can handle several
background theories, but of course tackles an undecidable problem. Our work relates to this line
of work and can be interpreted as a technique for providing, directly and precisely, the set of in-
feasible coherent traces as a regular/visibly-pushdown language, and thereby providing decidable
verification for programs with coherent traces. Combining our techniques for uninterpreted traces
with the techniques above for other theories seems a promising future direction.
The theory of uninterpreted functions is a fragment of first order logic with decidable quantifier
free fragment [Bradley and Manna 2007], and has been used popularly in abstract domains in pro-
gram analysis [Alpern et al. 1988; Gulwani and Necula 2004a,b], verification of hardware [Bryant et al.
2001; Burch and Dill 1994] and software [Gulwani and Tiwari 2006; Lopes and Monteiro 2016].
The notion of memoizing executions, which is an integral part of our coherence andk-coherence
definitions, is closely related to bounded path-width [Robertson and Seymour 1983]. We can think
of a computation of the program as sweeping the initial model using a window of terms defined
by the set of program variables. The memoizing condition essentially says that the set of windows
that contain a term must be a contiguous set; i.e., a term computed should not be “dropped” if
it will recomputed. The notion of bounded path-width and the related notion of bounded tree-
width have been exploited recently in many papers to provide decidability results in verifica-
tion [Chatterjee et al. 2016, 2015].
8 CONCLUSIONS
We have proved that the class of coherent programs and k-coherent programs (for any k ∈ N)
admit decidable verification problems. Checking whether programs are coherent or k-coherent
for a given k is also decidable. Moreover, the decision procedure is not very expensive, and in fact
matches the complexity of verifying the weaker class of Boolean programs over the same number
of variables.
Our results lay foundational theorems for decidable reasoning of uninterpreted programs, and
open up a research direction exploring problems that can be tackled using uninterpreted function-
s/relations. There are several avenues for applications that we foresee. One is reasoning about pro-
grams using uninterpreted abstractions, as in the work on reasoning with containers [Dillig et al.
2011] and modeling pointers in heap manipulating programs[Löding et al. 2017; Pek et al. 2014;
Qiu et al. 2013]. Such applications will likely call for an extension of our results to handle axioms
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that restrict the uninterpreted functions (such as associativity and commutativity of certain func-
tions) or to incorporate first order theories such as arithmetic and sets. Specifications for heap
manipulating programs often involve recursive definitions, and this may require enriching our re-
sults to incorporate such definitions. We also conjecture that our results can be useful in domains
such as verification of compiler transformations (such as instruction reordering), when proofs of
correctness of transformations rely only on a few assumptions on the semantics of operations
and library functions. Trace abstraction based verification approaches [Farzan et al. 2014, 2015;
Heizmann et al. 2009, 2010] build automata that capture infeasible traces incompletely using a
counter-example guided approach. In this context, our results would enrich such automata—we
can accept precisely the set of infeasible traces that become infeasible when making functions un-
interpreted. This is a possible direction to combine with other background theories in verification
applications.
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A PROOFS FROM SECTION 3.2
A.1 Proof of Lemma 3
Proof. This follows trivially from the observation that every prefix of a coherent execution is
coherent and thus has early assumes. 
A.2 Proof of Lemma 4
Proof. First let us argue that ∼s,s ′ is consistent with the term model. Consider (t1, t2) ∈ W ×
W . First it is easy to see that since (≡W ,DW , P) is consistent, we have that if t1 ∼s,s ′ t2, then
Jt1KT(E′) = Jt2KT(E′), where E
′
= E ∪ {(s, s ′)}. We now prove the reverse direction. Assume that
Jt1KT(E′) = Jt2KT(E′). We will show that t1 ∼s,s ′ t2 by inducting on the step in the congruence
closure algorithm that adds (t1, t2) in the congruence E′ . In the base case, (w.l.o.g) t1 ≡W s and
t2 ≡W s
′, in which case clearly we have t1 ∼s,s ′ t2. In the inductive case, there is a k-ary function
f and terms u11,u
2
1, . . . ,u
k
1 and u
1
2,u
2
2, . . .u
k
2 with t1 = f (u
1
1, . . . ,u
k
1 ) and t2 = f (u
1
2, . . . ,u
k
2 ), and
we have that Jui1KT(E′) = Ju
i
2KT(E′) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k . Now, sinceW is super-term closed with
respect toW , E and (s, s ′), we have that there are terms v11,v
2
1, . . . ,v
k
1 ,v
1
2, . . . ,v
k
2 ∈ W such that
uij E v
i
j for all i, j . Now, by inductive hypothesis, v
i
1 ∼s,s ′ v
i
2 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k . Further, consistency
ensures that P(f )([v1i ]≡W , . . . , [v
1
i ]≡W ) = [ti ]≡W for i ∈ {1, 2}. This means that our procedure for
constructing ∼s,s ′ will imply that t1 ∼s,s ′ t2.
The proof of consistency of D ′W and P
′ is rather straightforward and follows from the fact that
∼s,s ′ is an equivalence and that (≡W ,DW , P) is consistent. 
A.3 Proof of Lemma 5
Proof. We will assume that (t1, t2) <E as otherwise the proof is straigtforward. Let E
′
= E ∪
{(t1, t2)}. We first observe that for every (s, s
′) ∈E′ \ E , we have that there are terms r , r
′ such
that s E r , s
′
E r
′, r is a superterm of t1 and r
′ is a superterm of t2.
Now, let us consider the case when (s, s ′) ∈E′ ∩D. It follows from the previous paragraph and
becauseW is superterm closed that there are terms u,u ′ ∈ W such that u E s and u
′
E s
′.
Also, since ∼t1,t2 is consistent with respect to (W , E ∪ {t1, t2},D) (see Lemma 4), we must have
that u ∼t1,t ′2 u
′. Also since DW is consistent, we have ([u]W , [u
′]W ) ∈ DW . This proves the first
direction.
The other direction is more straightforward and follows from consistency of (≡W ,DW , P) with
respect to (W , E,D) and that ∼t1,t ′2 is consistent with respect to (W , E ∪{t1, t2},D) (from Lemma 4).

A.4 Proof of Lemma 6
Proof. Direct consequence of consistency. 
A.5 Proof of Lemma 7
Proof. We will induct on the length of the execution ρ.
Base case. In the base case ρ = ϵ and qρ = q0. This execution is clearly feasible and qρ , qreject.
Also, qρ is trivially consistent with respect to ({Comp(ρ, x) | x ∈ V },α(ρ), β(ρ)).
Inductive case. Here, ρ = σ · a.
LetTγ = Terms(γ ) be the set of terms computed byγ , whereγ ∈ {ρ,σ }. Let Eγ = α(γ ),Dγ = β(γ )
andWγ = {Comp(γ ,v) | v ∈ V } ⊆ Tγ for γ ∈ {ρ,σ }. We have that Tσ ⊆ Tρ , Eσ ⊆ Eρ and
Dσ ⊆ Dρ .
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If qσ = qreject, then qρ = qreject. In this case, from the inductive hypothesis, we have that σ is
infeasible and thus Eσ ∩Dσ , ∅. Since α(σ ) ⊆ α(ρ) and β(σ ) ⊆ β(ρ), we have that Eρ ∩Dρ , ∅
and thus ρ is also infeasible.
Otherwise, let us assume thatσ is feasible. Letqσ = (≡,d, P). and letqρ = (≡
′
,d ′, P ′). Inductively,
qσ is consistent with respect to (Wσ , Eσ ,Dσ ). Below, we prove that qρ is consistent with respect
to (Wρ , Eρ ,Dρ ). If d
′ is reflexive, then we will have qρ = qreject instead.
Depending upon what the letter a is, we have the following cases.
(1) Case a is “x := y”.
In this case,Tρ = Tσ , Eρ = Eσ and Dρ = Dσ and thus ρ is also feasible. We will assume that
y , x (otherwise qρ = qσ , which is consistent with respect to (Wρ , Eρ ,Dρ )).
Further, Comp(ρ,v) = Comp(σ ,v) for all v , x and Comp(ρ, x) = Comp(σ ,y).
Since (≡,d, P) is consistent with respect to (Wσ ,Dσ , Eσ ), we have that for every x1, x2 ∈ V
with (x1, x2) ∈≡, JComp(σ ,v1)KT(Eσ ) = JComp(σ ,v2)KT(Eσ ). Consider a pair (v1,v2) ∈≡
′.
Now, if v1 , x and v2 , x , we have that (v1,v2) ∈≡, and thus JComp(ρ,v1)KT(Eρ ) =
JComp(ρ,v2)KT(Eρ ). Otherwise, assume without loss of generality thatv1 = x andv2 , x . In
this casewe have (v2,y) ∈≡, and by consistencywe have JComp(ρ,v2)KT(Eρ ) = JComp(σ ,v2)KT(Eσ ) =
JComp(σ ,y)KT(Eσ ) = JComp(ρ, x)KT(Eρ ).
The consistency of d ′ and P ′ follows from the consistency of qσ . Further, d
′ is irreflexive
because d is irreflexive.
(2) Case a is ‘x := f (z1, . . . zk )’ where k = arity(f ).
Here, we have two cases:
(a) Case P(f )([z1]≡, . . . , [zk ]≡) = [v]≡ is defined.
Here, if x ∈ [v]≡, then we have ≡
′
=≡, d ′ = d and P ′ = P . The resulting state is con-
sistent with (Wρ , Eρ ,Dρ ). This is because qσ is consistent with (Wσ , Eσ ,Dσ ) and thus
JComp(σ , x)KT(Eσ ) = JComp(σ ,v)KT(Eσ ) and thus JComp(ρ, x)KT(Eρ ) = JComp(ρ,v)KT(Eρ ).
The consistency of d ′ and P ′ follows similarly.
Otherwise, we have that x < [v]≡. The consistency of qρ again follows from the facts that
(a)qσ is consistent, (b)Eσ = Eρ , (c)Dσ = Dρ , and, (d) JComp(ρ, x)KT(Eρ ) = JComp(ρ,v)KT(Eρ ).
(b) Case P(f )([z1]≡, . . . , [zk ]≡) is undefined
In this case, since ρ is memoizing, it must be the case that there is no term t ∈ Tσ such
that JtKEσ = Jf (t1, t2, . . . , tk )KEσ , where ti = Comp(σ , zi ). This, in conjuction with the
facts that (a) Eσ = Eρ , (b) Dσ = Dρ , and (c) qσ is consistent with respect to (Wσ , Eσ ,Dσ )
ensures the consistency of qρ .
In both the above cases, feasibility of σ implies feasibility of ρ and this is also correctly
reflected in d ′, which is not reflexive since d is irreflexive.
(3) Case a is “assume (x = y)”.
In this case, consistency follows from Lemma 4. Further, if ρ is infeasible, then d ′ is not
reflexive (Lemma 5), in which case we set qρ = qreject.
(4) Case a is “assume (x , y)”.
In this case Tσ = Tρ ,Wσ =Wρ , Eσ = Eρ . Further, Dρ = Dσ ∪ {(Comp(σ , x),Comp(σ ,y))}.
Also, ≡′=≡ and P ′ = P and we just have argue for the consistency of d ′ which is immediate
from the fact that the new pair (c1, c2) ∈ d
′ \ d (if it exists) is such that x ∈ c1 and y ∈ c2 for
which we have the witness (Comp(ρ, x),Comp(ρ,y)) ∈ Dρ .
If ρ is infeasible, then d ′ becomes irreflexive (Lemma 6)

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B APPENDIX: UNDECIDABILITY OF VERIFICATION PROBLEM
We show the proof of Theorem 11 that the verification of (unrestricted) uninterpreted programs,
even without recursion, is undecidable. We do this through a reduction from the halting problem
for 2-counter machines to the verification of uninterpreted programs. In fact, our proof shows that
verification of uninterpreted programs with even two unary functions is undecidable.
LetM = (Q, s,HALT,C1,C2, δ ) be a 2-counterMinskymachine such thatQ is a finite set of states,
s ∈ Q is the start, HALT ∈ Q is a special state, C1 and C2 are counters, both of which take values
in N and δ : Q → {INC,DEC,CHECK} × {C1,C2} ×Q is the deterministic transition function.
Let Σ = (F ,R, C) be a signature with R = C = ∅ and F = { f ,д} where f and д are both unary
functions. We will define a program PM over Σ and an L= formula ϕM such thatM reaches HALT
starting from s iff PM |= ϕM .
Variables.We first define the set of variables VM of the program. For every state q ∈ Q , we have
a variable xq , which will behave like constants—they will never occur on the left hand side of any
assignment statement of our program. We will also have a variable xcurr that will keep track of the
current state of the machine in a run of the machine. We will have two variablesy1 andy2 that will
correspond to the values of the values of countersC1 and C2 respectively in a run. We will have a
variable z which will correspond to the constant 0. Finally, we will also have two auxiliary (helper)
variablesw1,w2,w3 andw4. Thus, we have VM = {xq | q ∈ Q} ∪ {xcurr,y1,y2, z,w1,w2,w3,w4}.
Statements. The first few statements in PM correspond to initialization: xcurr is initialized to xq0
and both y1 and y2 get initialized to z. Further we demand that all constants are different from
each other: for every q , q′ we demand that xq and xq′ are unequal, and that z is different from
any xq .
INIT:
assume (xq , xq′) (** for every q , q
′**)
assume (xq , z) (** for every q**)
assume (xcurr := xs )
assume (y1 := z)
assume (y2 := z)
The initialization block is followed by a while loop with the condition (xcurr , xHALT). The body
of the loop contains, one block (labelled BLOCKq ) for every for every q → (instr ,Ci ,q
′) ∈ δ . The
statements inside BLOCKq depend upon what instr is:
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(1) Case instr is INC or DEC:
In this case the code block is
BLOCKq :
if (xcurr = xq){
w1 := f (yi )
w2 := д(yi )
w3 := д(w1)
w4 := f (w2)
assume (w3 = yi )
assume (w4 = yi )
〈stmt〉
xcurr := xq′
}
where 〈stmt〉 is yi := f (yi ) if instr is INC and yi := д(yi ) if instr is DEC.
(2) Case instr is CHECK:
In this case the code block is
BLOCKq :
if (xcurr = xq){
assume (yi = z)
}
Finally the specification is ϕM =
∆
(xcurr = xHALT)
The correctness of the reduction is captured by the following lemma
Lemma 19. M reaches HALT iff PM |= ϕM .
Proof. Before we begin the proof, let us first note that in the program PM , there is exactly one
maximal feasible execution. of the program. That is, even though thewaywe defined the semantics
of if and while statements allows for multiple executions, there is only one maximal execution
that is interesting, and for every other execution e , α(e) ∩ β(e) , ∅ and thus there is no model
that satisfies the assumptions of any of these spurious failing executions. As a result, we will be
restricting our attention to (the prefixes) of this (unique) maximal execution.
Let us first prove the forward direction. First notice that for an execution ρ = qi0 → qi1 → . . .→
qin , with qi0 = s , if the sequence of blocks π = INIT, BLOCKqi1 . . . BLOCKqin is a valid execution of
PM (i.e., none of the assumes lead to a contradiction), then the term t
π
yi
= Comp(π ,yi ) will be such
that #(occurrences of f in tπyi ) - #(occurrences of g in t
π
yi
) equals the value ofCi after ρ is executed.
Further, for every subterm t of tπy1 , π accumulates the set of equalities { f (д(t) = t ,д(f (t)) = t}.
Both these facts and the fact that bothy1 andy2 are initialized to z can be used to inductively argue
that if ρ is a valid execution of M , then π is a valid execution of PM and thus if M reaches HALT
then PM |= ϕM .
We now prove the reverse direction. Let PM |= ϕM . In this case, for every model M which
satisfies the equalities α(e) and the disequalities β(e) of the (unique non-spurious) execution e , we
haveM |= ϕM . In particular, this holds for the modelMN in which z is interpreted to 0, f (i) = i+1
and д(i) = i − 1. It is easy to argue now thatM reaches HALT. 
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B.1 Undecidability when programs executions have early-assumes but are not
memoizing
We now give the main modifications of the above proof to adapt it to a proof of Theorem 12.
We will continue to have an input variable that stands for the counter value 0, and f and д
defined over it with f i (0) denoting the counter value i . Again, we would like to assert that for
each of the terms f i (0), д(f (f i (0))) = f i (0). The assumes that we executed in the previous proof
are not, however, early assumes.
In order to ensure the above property of the model, we introduce a “fake” counter variable
c∗. The program always ensures, in every round of simulating the 2-CM one step, that c∗ always
advances (i.e., we update c∗ to f (c∗)), and we assure that c∗ = д(f (c∗)) using an assume. We remove
the assumes that we did using the true counters c1 and c2 to ensure д is the inverse of f .
Note that the counter c∗ always stays ahead of the other counters, and hence the assumes it
makes are early.
The second complication to deal with are the assumptions that c1 and c2 make when they check
for equality with 0. These again are not early assumes in the construction. We modify the manip-
ulation of the counter c∗ so that at every point it computes r1(c
∗), r2(c
∗), s1(c
∗), and s2(c
∗). It also
assumes the first two terms are equal and the second two terms are disequal. Furthermore, for 0 we
have the reverse; r1(0) , r2(0) and s1(0) = s2(0). These assumes are again early as c
∗ stays ahead
of the true computation. Now, when we want to simulate the check that c1 is 0, we instead check
whether r1(c1) , r2(0), and to check if c1 is not 0, we check s1(c1) , s2(c1). Hence all assumes on
the real simulation are disequality assumes, and hence do not break the early assume requirement.
The rest of the construction and proof is simple.
B.2 Undecidability when programs executions are memoizing but do not have
early-assumes
We now give the main modifications of the main proof above to adapt it to a proof of Theorem 13.
In fact we will show programs with a single non-early assume already are undecidable to verify.
We again model the counters on terms as above. However, we start with two variables x and y,
both representing 0.
In every step, we simulate the counters c1 and c2 on terms constructed from x , as before, but
we make no assumes of equality. Consequently, the initial model on terms involving x would be a
“free” structure. Meanwhile, on y, we simulate a fake counter as before, that continually increases,
staying always ahead of the computation on x , and ensuring that д is the inverse of f on terms
involving y.
The initial model will keep the two submodels from x and y disjoint.
At the end of the computation (when we reach a final state of the 2-CMmachine), we do a single
assume x = y. This will collapse two models, and impose the structure the model on y had on the
free model on x . Hence the counters and simulation become a correct simulation.
We again need to handle assumes that we need to make to check counters equality with 0. We
do this as follows. We have functions h1 and h2 that operate on the free model involving x , and in
particular we consider the terms of the form hn1 (x) and h
n
2 (x). These essentially are meant to keep
a copy of 0, i.e., x . The fact that these are equal to x will be enforced later when the models of x
and y merge. Every time we want to check if a counter ci is equal to x , we check instead whether
r (hi (0)) = r (ci ), where r is yet another function we introduce. The idea is that r will be identity
on these terms, but again that is assured later.
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Meanwhile, in y, we ensure that h1(y) = y and h1(y) = y and r is identity. When we finally
collapse the models with an assume that x and y are equal, it will impose the required structure
on the model of x , and hence the 0-equality tests will become correct.
The above is the main idea of the construction; the rest of the construction and proof is straight-
forward.
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